Click, Squeak!

Issue #1

Ah, a normal Saturday morning ...

A day for mousing...

A day like any other ...

Ouch!
POOF!

Wow, watch that grip! You're holding me much too tightly!

You've got to be gentle, you know.

Why? My mouse is made of plastic!

Oh sure, you won't hurt your mouse...

...but you might hurt your hand!

Look at how tightly you're holding the mouse!

Keeping your muscles tense like that could hurt you.
THAT'S IT! SHAKE ALL THAT TENSION OUT OF YOUR ARM!

OH, SURE ...

A SHADY MOUSE

ANYTHING ELSE I SHOULD KNOW ABOUT?

SOME MICE ARE SHADY CHARACTERS! SO BE SURE YOU HAVE A GOOD ONE.

A GOOD MOUSE IS SYMMETRICAL --

THE SAME ON BOTH SIDES.

IT WILL KEEP YOUR WRIST STRAIGHT, SO IT WON'T HURT!
A bad mouse will make your wrist bend too much.

So bending my wrist is bad?

Well, only if you bend it lots of times

And for a long time at once...

... so be sure to take plenty of breaks!

So a good mouse will keep your wrist from bending from side to side.

And a flat mouse will keep your wrist from bending up and down!

Ouch! Mouse too tall!

Ahh -- nice and flat!
OH, AND DON'T STICK ANYTHING UNDERNEATH YOUR WRIST WHEN YOU'RE USING A MOUSE -- NOT EVEN A WRIST REST!

IT BLOCKS THE CIRCULATION, SO YOUR BLOOD CAN'T FLOW WELL!

OW! I CAN'T MOVE!

THERE SHOULD BE A NICE BIT OF SPACE UNDER YOUR WRIST. DON'T BLOCK IT!

AND DON'T FORGET:

SO KEEP US CLOSE!

MICE ARE NICE!
Not way out in front where you can't reach it!

And not way off to the side so you have to bend your arm a lot, either.

Keep it close to you so you don't have to stretch or bend your arm. It should be comfortable to use a mouse!

That way, your arm will be relaxed...

And I'll feel loved!

Wow ... thanks for the tips. But that's a lot to remember!
Oh, not really...

Keep your wrist straight...

And your arm relaxed...

And your hand loose...

And you'll feel a lot better!

Foop!

Bye, mouse!

Great... now if only someone could help me swing my bat...

The end... or is it?